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The Florida bonneted bat is one of the rarest bat species in North America, and has been designated as federally endangered since 

2013. Very little is known about the basic biology of Florida bonneted bats, and this project was initiated to fill some important gaps 

regarding the social structure, genetic diversity, and mating system of bonneted bats located at 12 artificial roosting colonies in 

Charlotte County, Florida. This location represents the largest known population of the species in Florida. Samples were collected 

over a 32-month period (April 2014-December 2016), during nine tri-annual trapping sessions by Florida Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Commission biologists and volunteers. Wing punches were collected from all unique bats to allow for estimation of 

genetic diversity and molecular relatedness among bats to answer questions of the species’ mating system. The objective of this paper 

was to test whether roosts within the WMA display patterns of isolation by distance and to determine if relatedness among females is 

greater than among males within roosts. Genetic distance calculated from 13 microsatellite loci revealed a pattern of significant 

isolation by distance among roosts spanning approximately 16 kms. Relatedness within roosts was greater among females within 

roosts than among males, reflecting a pattern driven by male-biased dispersal, which is in line with the expectation of a polygynous 

mating system. These results provide an important initial genetic picture of the diversity and mating system of Florida bonneted bats. 

INTRODUCTION 

thorough understanding of a species’ mating system 
and social patterns is necessary to understand the 
implications of its social structure (Burland, 2001). 

Understanding social organization is particularly important 
when dealing with endangered species because different 
systems predispose species to certain conservation risks 
(Pritchard, 2000). With a proper understanding of social 
structure and mating behavior, wildlife managers can 
formulate appropriate management plans and designate 
conservation units for endangered species. Many species in 
the order Chiroptera are highly elusive and nocturnal, 
making kinship assessment through direct observation 
difficult (Burland, 1999). Molecular methods provide an 
opportunity for a more thorough assessment of kinship 
(Hughes, 1998). 

The Florida bonneted bat (Eumops floridanus) is a 
communally roosting bat and most of the known population 
occurs within artificial roosts in the Babcock-Webb WMA 
in Charlotte county, FL (Figure 1). These artificial roosts, 
placed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission, provide a unique opportunity to conduct 
kinship assessments of this species. The mating system and 
social behavior of E. floridanus is unknown and the initial 
step to understand the species’ natural history is to analyze 
dispersal, gene flow, and the genetic relatedness of 
individuals within and between roosts. 

Endemic to southern Florida, the Florida bonneted bat 
was recently elevated from subspecies of E. glaucinus to 
species status (Timm, 2004). Fossil evidence suggests that 
E. floridanus was once much wider-ranging with a higher 
density of individuals (Timm, 2004), but populations have 
decreased due to pesticide use and the loss of appropriate 
roosting sites (IUCN, 2016). The IUCN lists the Florida 
bonneted bat as a Vulnerable species and the Florida Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation Commission classifies it as an 
endangered species. 
In recent years, microsatellites have become the most widely 
used DNA marker for conducting kinship assessments since 
they are ubiquitous and highly variable (Queller, 1993). 
Microsatellites are tandem repeats of short nucleotide motifs 
which possess high polymorphism, are non-coding, and 
exhibit codominant inheritance. Cross-specific utility of 
microsatellite markers is low for bat species (Dawson et al., 
2004; Naidoo et al., 2013) and before the study, no species-
specific microsatellite markers existed for E. floridanus. 
Thus, a novel microsatellite marker for E. floridanus was 
developed to identify kinship amongst individuals residing 
in the artificial roosts within Babcock-Webb WMA. 
Through observation, it is understood that E. floridanus is a 
communally roosting bat, females birth one single pup 
(possibly polyestrous), and there is a dominant male with 
multiple females within each roost. Dominant males are 
identified through behavior patterns, size, and the presence 
of a gular throat pouch. 
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Figure 1. Babcock-Webb WMA within Charlotte County, FL. Sampled roosts shown as red circle. 

 

A polygynous system with harems is suspected, though 
all else about the species’ natural history is unknown. Here, 
kinship of individuals within the Babcock-Webb WMA is 
presented, the first study towards understanding the patterns 
of mating and relatedness of this species.  

The first objective was to test whether the roosts display 
patterns of isolation by distance across the WMA, and the 
second objective was to determine if relatedness among 
females is greater than among males within roosts.  

The predictions are: 
 

1. Movement between roosts at this scale would not 
be distance-limited. i.e., genetic differentiation 
should increase with distance. 

2. The species exhibits a polygynous system with 
male biased dispersal which is frequently observed 
in bat polygyny’s (Kerth, 2002). 

3. Relatedness should be higher among co-roosting 
females than males if a stable polygyny exists 
(McCracken, 2000). 

METHODS 

Sample Collection 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
mist-netted bats in 3 natural roosts and 9 artificial roosts in 
the Babcock-Webb WMA three times per year from April 
2014 to December 2016, for a total of 207 unique 
individuals. Wing membrane punches (approximately 25 
mg) were collected from novel individuals and 
morphological data was collected from both captures and 
recaptures. Wing punches were stored in 95% ethanol until 
extraction. 

Microsatellite Primer Development 

Whole genome amplification was performed using tissue 
samples from one male and one female bat. Di-, tri-, and 
tetra- nucleotide repeats of greater than or equal to 6 repeat 
units were identified using Msatcommander v 0.8.2 
(Faircloth 2008), producing a total of 6,246 microsatellite 
motifs, of which 32 were selected for primer development. 
All primers were developed using the Primer3 v 0.4.0 
website (Rozen and Skaletsky, 1998).  

DNA Extraction and PCR 

DNA was extracted from the wing punches of the 207 
individuals using the Qiagen Dneasy tissue spin-column 
protocol (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA). PCR was 
conducted in 15 ul reaction volumes which consisted of the 
following: 1ul DNA (normalized to 20ng/ul), 7.5 ul 
Mastermix (Type-it Microsatellite PCR kit, Qiagen cat. 
206246), 5.66 ul sterile H2O, 0.02 uM forward primer, 0.18 
uM reverse primer, and 0.18 uM of fluorophore. Forward 
primers and fluorphores [6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM), 
hexachlorofluorescein (HEX), or 5-Carboxytetramethylrho-
damine (TAMRA)] were tagged with a 5’ CAC-sequence 
(5’-CACGACGTTGTAAAACGAC-3’). Thermalcycling 
parameters were as follows: 95C for 5 mins, 33 cycles of 
95C for 30 sec, 54C-58C (depending on locus) for 90 sec, 
and 72C for 1 min, followed by a final extension at 60C for 
30 mins. Fragments were electrophoresed on an ABI 3130xl 
using the GS500 ROX size standard (Applied Biosystems, 
Carlsbad, California, USA). 

Genotyping and Data Quality 

Genotype scores were computed by GeneMarker v 2.6.2 
(Hulce et al. 2011) using a modified size standard regression 
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GS500 (-250). Descriptive statistics and tests for departure 
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were performed using 
GenAlEx v 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012). Microchecker 
(Van Oosterhout, 2004) was used to test for the presence of 
null alleles and to identify genotyping errors. Linkage 
disequilibrium tests with Bonferroni correction were 
conducted using GENEPOP version 3.4 (Raymond and 
Rousset, 1995). Bonferroni's adjustment for HWE suggested 
a revised threshold of P < 0.004.  

Analysis of Population Substructure 

The program STRUCTURE version 2.3.2 (Pritchard et al. 
2000) was used to determine whether evidence for 
substructure among roosts was present. STRUCTURE 
apportions individual genotypes among K clusters using a 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to identify 
the highest likelihood distribution of genotypes at each K. 
The likelihood of K = 1 (assuming all roosts represent a 
single genetic cluster) to K = 10 was examined. The 
admixture model with 100,000 burn-in and 100,000 post-
burn-in replicates per run and 10 independent runs per K 
were ran. Support for the most likely K ideally comes from 
identifying the highest likelihood. However, a typical 
pattern is to observe a plateau of likelihoods (Evanno et al., 
2005). Therefore, the adhoc ∆K (Evanno et al., 2005) that 
estimates the point of greatest rate of increase in likelihoods 
was also evaluated. Post STRUCTURE runs were 
summarized using STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and 
vonHoldt, 2012). 

Genetic Relatedness Analysis 

The program SPAGeDi version 1.2 (Hardy and 
Vekemans, 2002) was used to test the hypothesis that 
genetic relatedness correlates with distance. SPAGeDi 
conducts permutation tests of genetic individuals using their 
respective coordinate locations to test for spatial genetic 
structure and population differentiation. These permutation 
tests are equivalent to conducting Mantel tests (Queller and 
Goodnight 1989). Pairwise genetic relatedness (Fst) 
between roosts was calculated using global F-statistics and 
pairwise Fst as described by Weir & Cockerham (1984). 

Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates of roost 
locations were used to calculate pairwise distance between 
roosts. To increase accuracy, the analysis was narrowed 
down to 6 core roosts (> 10 individuals across time) along 
with 3 roosts with less than 10 individuals across time for 
comparison and omitted juveniles to minimize violating the 
assumption of individuals being unrelated (Figure 2).  

To test relatedness within roosts, individual pairwise 
relatedness estimates (Ellison et al., 1993) of males and 
females were conducted using SPAGeDi. For this analysis, 
each roost was considered to be a single population and 

calculated kinship coefficients at the individual level 
(Loiselle et al., 1995). Kinship coefficients calculate the 
probability of identity by descent by comparing gene copies 
(Ritland, 1996). Standard error and 95% confidence 
intervals were calculated using bootstrapping and 
jackknifing, respectively.  

Figure 2. Nine roosts used for genetic relatedness analysis. Six roosts had 
greater than 10 individuals across time and 3 roosts had less than 10 
individuals across time. 

RESULTS 

Locus Variability 

After screening, the 13 most polymorphic loci for this 
study were optimized and a variability of 3 to 8 alleles per 
locus were obtained. All loci expressed high levels of 
polymorphism (Table 1). After following the Bonferroni 
correction, no loci showed a deviation from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium and no evidence of null alleles at any 
locus was found.  

Population Substructure 

The results of the STRUCTURE analysis show weak 
evidence for population substructuring. Likelihoods 
increased until K = 6, after which likelihoods decrease with 
corresponding large standard deviations. The adhoc ΔK 
identified K = 2 and K = 6 as being relatively large jumps 
in likelihood from their preceding K values (Figure 3). 
Taken together these results suggest some limited structure 
that did not differentiate roosts. Instead, structure analysis 
appears to reflect related groups of individuals (kinship) 
that is distributed across most bat roosts (Figure 3: B and 
C). 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for 13 polymorphic loci developed for Eumops floridanus. N, sample size; NA, number of alleles; Ho, observed heterozygosity;  
He, expected heterozygosity; P HWE has significance at P<0.004 after Bonferroni correction for loci in HWE; no loci show evidence of null alleles. *Russel 
2

Figure 3. Results from Bayesian STRUCTURE analysis.  A) Plot 
representing mean likelihood (±SD) for K = 1 to K = 10. Dashed line 
represents changes in ∆K.  B & C) Graphical representation of cluster 
apportionment across roosts. Colors denote individual membership to one 
or more (K = 2 or K = 6) clusters.  

Isolation by Distance 

 Fst (Weir and Cockerham, 1984) was plotted against 
geographic distance and clear isolation by distance was 
found (Figure 4). The corresponding Mantel’s test is 
significant (P=0.015), showing that bats are differentiated 
over space.  

Figure 4. Fst plotted against geographic distance. The relationship was 
significant (p = 0.015).  

Intra-Roost Kinship Results 

Female intra-roost kinship results show that 0 of 9 roosts 
deviated from the expected mean relatedness under random 
mating (Figure 5). For males, 4 out of 9 roosts (1 roost not 
shown due to N=1) deviated from the expected mean 
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relatedness under random mating (Figure 6). The roosts that 
did not deviate had a small sample size which can be 
indicative of low precision at these roosts.  

Figure 5. Female intra-roost kinship results show that 0 of 9 roosts deviated 
from the expected mean relatedness under random mating. 

Figure 6. Male intra-roost kinship results show that 4 of 9 roosts deviated 
from the expected mean relatedness under random mating (1 roost not 
shown due to N=1). 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this study provide the first genetic picture 
of the mating system of a highly endangered species. The 
analyses conducted revealed an indication of a polygynous 
mating system with stable female harems driven by male-
biased sex dispersal. Each finding, as well as the application 
for management and further research, is discussed in turn,.   

The lack of population substructuring could be explained 
by the fact that the geographic area covered by the bonneted 
bats within the Babcock-Webb WMA is small, and few 
obvious barriers to movement are present. Bats have the 
tendency to be very mobile, making levels of population 
structure often low.  

Isolation by distance across the Babcock-Webb WMA 
indicates that inter-roost movement is not panmictic, or that 
mating patterns are not random. In other words, if flying 
distance is not limiting, then other factors are causing this 
pattern. One hypothesis is that inter-roost movement is 

highly socially structured, meaning that bats in proximate 
roosts are more closely related, leading to limited long-
distance female dispersal. 

The deviation of expected mean relatedness under 
random mating for males supports the prediction that there 
is male-biased dispersal, consistent with polygynous mating 
systems. In polygynous systems, local mate competition 
often exceeds local resource competition (Perrin, 1999). The 
dominant male forces out mature male offspring to avoid 
competing for mates with close kin to ensure inbreeding 
avoidance and maximize gene dispersal. This mating 
behavior is likely in place to prevent reaching high levels of 
relatedness within roosts (Burland, 2001).  

The relatedness of females within roosts was higher than 
that of males, indicative of a stable polygyny. Female 
philopatry is common in systems where males disperse and 
females heavily invest in areas which provide adequate 
resources for reproduction (Cockburn, 1985), which are 
traits exhibited by E. floridanus. The inferred suggestion of 
male-biased dispersal and female philopatry is widely 
observed in bat species (Moussy 2015), though further work 
is required for confirming this pattern. 

With this preliminary understanding of the mating system 
of E. floridanus, wildlife managers will be able to fill 
important data gaps that will allow them to formulate proper 
management plans for the conservation of this species. It is 
important to understand the method of gene dispersal and 
social organization of the species to determine how much 
area is required to support successful breeding seasons and 
ensure substantial population sizes. 
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